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Demonic Hermaphrodites, Infidel Catamites, and Poetaster Pimps: Sociocultural Tensions in
the Early 17th-century Ottoman Elite as Seen through Invective Verse
Michael D. Sheridan (Ankara)
Throughout the premodern Islamicate cultural milieu, invective verse (hijāʾ, hajw, hicv) was a tool used
widely among the sociocultural elite for the articulation of critiques and grievances both private and public
in nature. While some iterations of invective were relatively decorous in terms of their language and
approach, more often this highly instrumental literary mode was deliberately lewd, a choice meant to
render its examples all the more efficacious against their target or targets. In this talk, I will examine one
particular efflorescence of Islamicate invective of this latter variety; namely, the rich and ribald invective
corpus produced by and among the early 17th-century Ottoman sociocultural elite. Drawing on the
procedures of critical discourse analysis, I will unpack how the terminology and approach used in this
corpus reveal, with special clarity, the fault lines along which the Ottoman elite were dividing during this
period, when that elite’s identity was being consciously reformulated in response to administrative,
economic, and social adversities. In this way, the talk will not merely shed light on the largely unstudied
corpus of Ottoman invective verse, but, more broadly and significantly, will show how this highly topical
mode of poetry can expose the contours of how sociocultural tensions come to be expressed, and
subsequently reinforced, through literary production.
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